Find the Talented Stranger Within
Join us for a 1 hour lunchtime webinar on March 27,
2013 at 12:00 PM AEST.
Register now - Spaces are limited!
So many people suffering from the feeling of not being good enough, also known as the
Imposter Syndrome, have never recognised their own talents and successes which makes it
impossible for them to make their unique contribution. In this webinar, the concept of the
Imposter Syndrome is introduced in a way that helps individuals recognise the symptoms in
themselves (70%) or others they are close to. You get to see the typical coping behaviours
and understand the business and work benefits and consequences. Through case studies and
personal experience, you will see how you can move beyond Imposterhood™ to discover and
release the talented stranger within – for the benefit of all you associate with.

Presented by Suzanne Mercier, Managing Director, Liberate Leadership
Suzanne is a highly experienced strategist, leadership champion and expert in the area of human
potential and has been improving business and individual performance for more than 25 years. Her
focus is on removing the barriers to performance for talented Leaders and Managers within
organisations. As a result, she has improved employee engagement and enhanced performance at
every level.
As the first female Board Director of George Patterson Advertising and a strategy planner for the
agency, Suzanne worked to create maximum customer engagement for leading brands in banking,
food, cosmetics, animal products, beverages, fine china and crystal.
In her high level marketing roles with Amatil and Schwarzkopf, Suzanne was responsible for the
launch of several well-known fast moving consumer goods brands that remain on the shelves today.
Suzanne develops and delivers transformational keynotes, activities-based workshops, training
programmes and Executive Coaching designed to identify and remove the barriers to performance at
all levels, liberate leadership, improve management capability and identify potential to enhance
business results.
Her clients come from a wide variety of industries including shopping centre management,
insurance, financial services, technology, heavy equipment, marketing & sales promotion,
recruitment, health, fitness, cosmetics, commercial real estate, professional services, publishing and
industry funds.
She is a thought provoking speaker and a published author. Suzanne’s most recent book “Liberate
Leadership. How the Imposter Syndrome undermines leadership capability and what to do about it.”
was published in August, 2012.
Click here to
register

